
This interactive kindergarten-readiness solution 
is as challenging as it is fun, with learning 
concepts based on standards developed by the  
U.S. Department of Education and others. While  
Miss Humblebee’s Academy keeps preschoolers  
engaged, libraries and parents stay informed 
with measured learning outcomes.

Give patrons a place to turn to for help with 
creating a resumé, searching for jobs, and 
more. In-depth assessments align a user’s 
interests, values, personality, and workplace 
preferences to careers. Users can search 
across all jobs or filter results to focus on 
career paths by industry, experience level,  
or best match.

PUT YOUR BEST RESEARCH FOOT FORWARD. While one patron may be looking for 
support on how to get their child prepared for kindergarten, someone else may be 
studying up on what it takes to start their own business. We can help you meet the 
diverse needs of your users. Our most purchased, most used, most loved resources 
are now available to you at special, small-community pricing. 
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This focused content provides set in-depth 
informationon colleges, technical schools, 
entrance exams, career certifications, 
citizenship, and more. The easy-to-use 
resource was designed to help everyone, 
whether they’re just entering the workforce 
from high school or the military or seeking  
new opportunities.

This  highly intuitive, online planning resource 
brings together the information and tools 
needed to move through the entire business 
development life cycle.

Gale Business: Plan Builder offers integrated 
access to Gale Business: Entrepreneurship, 
Gale Business: DemographicsNow, and Gale 
LegalForms when your library subscribes to 
any of these products.

Provide access to authentic, state-specific 
legal forms relevant to starting or managing a 
new business, while offering the most robust 
collection of legal information available. Users 
can access customizable forms for filing  
trademarks, copyrights, patents, and more.

Give your patrons access to a 24/7 guide on 
everything from changing their car’s spark plugs 
to knowing if a mechanic’s estimated hours are 
on track. Continuously updated, ChiltonLibrary 
is an online resource that offers users the 
detailed information they need to tackle 
preventive vehicle maintenance and repairs.

Created to support market research 
and business-planning activities, this 
valuable resource provides actionable 
demographic, company, and residential 
data in targeted geographic locations. 
Along with a visualization mapping tool, 
Gale Business: DemographicsNow 
features reporting capabilities and 
comprehensive datasets to serve a 
variety of needs.

Empower patrons without law degrees to 
approach legal affairs with confidence.  
Gale LegalForms features state-specific,  
fill-in-the-blank forms and insight to help  
users understand and prepare for a wide 
range of legal topics, such as bankruptcy, 
landlord-tenant, name change, power of 
attorney, and living wills. 

Developed with budding entrepreneurs and current business owners in mind, this 
comprehensive database covers all aspects of starting and operating a business. 
Gale Business: Entrepreneurship guides novice researchers toward available  
content, while offering more experienced business researchers basic and  
advanced search-and-retrieve paths. It includes over 1,000 business plans.

Match your patrons’ reading interests with  
Gale Books and Authors, a reader’s advisory 
database that makes finding a great read much 
less challenging. With fun ways to browse, an 
intuitive design, read-alikes, reviews, award 
winners, themed booklists, and more, this 
resource answers the age-old question,  
What do I read next?
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